This paper considers optimization problems over networks where agents have individual objectives to meet, or individual parameter vectors to estimate, subject to subspace constraints that require the objectives across the network to lie in low-dimensional subspaces. This constrained formulation includes consensus optimization as a special case, and allows for more general task relatedness models such as smoothness. While such formulations can be solved via projected gradient descent, the resulting algorithm is not distributed. Starting from the centralized solution, we propose an iterative and distributed implementation of the projection step, which runs in parallel with the stochastic gradient descent update. We establish in this Part I of the work that, for small step-sizes µ, the proposed distributed adaptive strategy leads to small estimation errors on the order of µ. We examine in the accompanying Part II (R. Nassif, S. Vlaski, and A. H. Sayed, 2019) the steady-state performance. The results will reveal explicitly the influence of the gradient noise, data characteristics, and subspace constraints, on the network performance. The results will also show that in the small step-size regime, the iterates generated by the distributed algorithm achieve the centralized steady-state performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
D ISTRIBUTED inference allows a collection of interconnected agents to perform parameter estimation tasks from streaming data by relying solely on local computations and interactions with immediate neighbors. Most prior literature focuses on consensus problems, where agents with separate objective functions need to agree on a common parameter vector corresponding to the minimizer of the aggregate sum of the individual costs, namely,
where J k (·) is the cost function at agent k, N is the number of agents in the network, and w ∈ C L is the global parameter vector, which all agents need to agree upon-see Fig. 1 (middle) . Each agent seeks to estimate w o through local computations and communications among neighboring agents without the need to know any of the costs besides their own. Among many useful strategies that have been proposed in the literature [3] - [10] , diffusion strategies [3] - [5] are particularly attractive since they are scalable, robust, and enable continuous learning and adaptation in response to drifts in the location of the minimizer. However, there exist many network applications that require more complex models and flexible algorithms than consensus implementations since their agents may involve the need to estimate and track multiple distinct, though related, objectives. For instance, in distributed power system state estimation, the local state vectors to be estimated at neighboring control centers may overlap partially since the areas in a power system are interconnected [11] , [12] . Likewise, in monitoring applications, agents need to track the movement of multiple correlated targets and to exploit the correlation profile in the data for enhanced accuracy [13] , [14] . Problems of this kind, where nodes need to infer multiple, though related, parameter vectors, are referred to as multitask problems. Existing strategies to address multitask problems generally exploit prior knowledge on how the tasks across the network relate to each other [11] - [29] . For example, one way to model relationships among tasks is to formulate convex optimization problems with appropriate co-regularizers between neighboring agents [13] , [16] - [19] . Graph spectral regularization can also be used in order to leverage more thoroughly the graph spectral information and improve the multitask network performance [20] . In other applications, it may happen that the parameter vectors to be estimated at neighboring agents are related according to a set of linear equality constraints [12] , [21] - [26] .
However, in this paper, and the accompanying Part II [2] , we consider multitask inference problems where each agent seeks to minimize an individual cost (expressed as the expectation of some loss function), and where the collection of parameter vectors to be estimated across the network is required to lie in a low-dimensional subspace-see Fig. 1 (left) . That is, we let w k ∈ C M k denote some parameter vector at node k and let W = col{w 1 , . . . , w N } denote the collection of parameter vectors from across the network. We associate with each agent k a differentiable convex cost J k (w k ) : C M k → R, which is expressed as the expectation of some loss function Q k (·) and written as J k (w k ) = EQ k (w k ; x k ), where x k denotes the random 1053-587X © 2020 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information. data. The expectation is computed over the distribution of the data. Let M = N k=1 M k . We consider constrained problems of the form:
where R(·) denotes the range space operator, and U is an M × P full-column rank matrix with P M . Each agent k is interested in estimating the k-th M k × 1 subvector w o k of W o = col{w o 1 , . . . , w o N }. In order to solve (2) iteratively, the gradient projection method can be applied [30] :
where W i = col{w 1,i , . . . , w N,i } with w k,i the estimate of w o k at iteration i and agent k, μ > 0 is a small step-size parameter, ∇ w * k J k (·) is the (Wirtinger) complex gradient [4, Appendix A] of J k (·) relative to w * k (complex conjugate of w k ), and P U is the projector onto the P -dimensional subspace of C M spanned by the columns of U :
where we used the fact that U is a full-column rank matrix. We are particularly interested in solving the problem in the stochastic setting when the distribution of the data x k is generally unknown. This means that the risks J k (·) and their gradients ∇ w * k J k (·) are unknown. As such, approximate gradient vectors need to be employed. A common construction in stochastic approximation theory is to employ the following approximation at iteration i:
where x k,i represents the data observed at iteration i. The difference between the true gradient and its approximation is called gradient noise. This noise will seep into the operation of the algorithm and one main challenge is to show that despite its presence, agent k is still able to approach w o k asymptotically.
Although the gradient update in (3) and (5) can be performed locally at agent k, the projection operation requires a fusion center. To see this, let us introduce an intermediate variable ψ k,i at node k:
After evaluating ψ k,i locally, each agent at each iteration needs to send its estimate ψ k,i to a fusion center, which performs the projection operation in (3) by computing W i = P U col{ψ 1,i , . . . , ψ N,i }, and then sends the resulting estimates w k,i back to the agents. While centralized solutions can be powerful, decentralized solutions are more attractive since they are more robust and respect the privacy policy at each agent [4] . Thus, a second challenge we face in this paper is how to carry out the projection through a distributed network where each node performs local computations and exchanges information only with its neighbors. We propose in Section II an adaptive and distributed iterative algorithm allowing each agent k to converge, in the meansquare-error sense, within O(μ) from the solution w o k of (2), for sufficiently small μ. Conditions on the network topology and signal subspace ensuring the feasibility of a distributed implementation are provided. We also show how some well-known network optimization problems, such as consensus optimization [3] - [5] and multitask smooth optimization [16] , can be recast in the form (2) and addressed with the strategy proposed in this paper. The analysis in Section III of this Part I shows that, for sufficiently small μ, the proposed adaptive strategy leads to small estimation errors on the order of the small step-size. Building on the results of this Part I, we shall derive in Part II [2] a closedform expression for the steady-state network mean-square-error performance. This closed form expression will reveal explicitly the influence of the data characteristics (captured by the second-order properties of the costs and second-order moments of the gradient noises) and subspace constraints (captured by U ), on the network performance. The results will also show that, in the small step-size regime, the iterates generated by the distributed implementation achieve the centralized steady-state performance. For illustration purposes, distributed sub-optimal beamforming is considered in Section IV of this Part I.
We also note that distributed optimization problems of the form (2) are also considered in the recent work [31] . However, unlike our current framework which assumes stochastic settings (with convex differentiable individual costs), the work [31] considers deterministic optimization with possibly non-differentiable and non-convex individual costs. Furthermore, unlike our diffusion-type strategy (9) further ahead, the distributed strategy proposed in [31] is of the consensus-type. Diffusion-type strategies have been shown to exhibit superior stability ranges in comparison to consensus strategies in the context of real-time adaptation and learning [3] , [4] . Finally, the work [31] considers scenarios where the parameters to be estimated at the nodes are real and scalars, i.e., w k ∈ R ∀k. However, in the current work, we consider complex parameter vectors w k ∈ C M k to be estimated at the nodes. This gives rise to possibly complex block matrices A k to be employed during the combination step of the diffusion-type strategy (9) further ahead.
Notation: All vectors are column vectors. Random quantities are denoted in boldface. Matrices are denoted in capital letters while vectors and scalars are denoted in lower-case letters. We use the symbol (·) to denote matrix transpose, the symbol (·) * to denote matrix complex-conjugate transpose, and the symbol Tr(·) to denote trace operator. The symbol diag{·} forms a matrix from block arguments by placing each block immediately below and to the right of its predecessor. The operator col{·} stacks the column vector entries on top of each other. The symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. The M × M identity matrix is denoted by I M .
II. DISTRIBUTED INFERENCE UNDER SUBSPACE CONSTRAINTS
We move on to propose and study a distributed solution for solving (2) with a continuous adaptation mechanism. The solution must rely on local computations and communications with immediate neighborhood, and operate in real-time on streaming data. To proceed with the analysis, one of the challenges we face is that the projection in (3) requires non-local exchange of information. Our strategy is to replace the M × M projection matrix P U in (3) by an M × M matrix A that satisfies the following conditions:
where [A] k denotes the (k, )-th block of A of dimension M k × M and N k denotes the neighborhood of agent k, i.e., the set of nodes connected to agent k by an edge. The sparsity condition (8) characterizes the network topology and ensures local exchange of information at each time instant i. By replacing the projector P U in (3) by A and the true gradients ∇ w * k J k (·) by their stochastic approximations, we obtain the following distributed adaptive solution at each agent k:
where we used condition (8) , and where ψ k,i is an intermediate estimate and w k,i is the estimate of w o k at agent k and iteration i. As we shall see in Section III, condition (7) helps ensure convergence toward the optimum. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the matrix equation (7) to hold are given in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. (Necessary and sufficient conditions for (7) ): The matrix equation (7) holds, if and only if, the following conditions on the projector P U and the matrix A are satisfied:
where ρ(·) denotes the spectral radius of its matrix argument. It follows that any A satisfying condition (7) has one as an eigenvalue with multiplicity P , and all other eigenvalues are strictly less than one in magnitude.
Proof: See Appendix A. The arguments are along the lines developed in [32] for distributed averaging with proper adjustments to handle general subspace constraints.
Note that conditions (10)-(12) appeared previously (with proof omitted) in the context of distributed denoising in wireless sensor networks [29] . In such problems, the N sensors are observing N -dimensional signal, with each entry of the signal corresponding to one sensor. Using the prior knowledge that the observed signal belongs to a low-dimensional subspace, the sensor task is to denoise the corresponding entry of the signal by projecting in a distributed iterative manner onto the signal subspace in order to improve the error variance. However, in this work, we consider the more general problem of distributed inference over networks.
If we replace P U by (4), multiply both sides of (10) by U , and multiply both sides of (11) by U * , conditions (10) and (11) reduce to:
Conditions (13) and (14) state that the P columns of U are right and left eigenvectors of A associated with the eigenvalue 1. Together with these two conditions, condition (12) means that A has P eigenvalues at one, and that all other eigenvalues are strictly less than one in magnitude. In the following, we discuss how some well-known network optimization problems can be recast in the form (2) and addressed with strategies in the form of (9). where 1 N is the N × 1 vector of all ones, then solving problem (2) will be equivalent to solving the well-known consensus problem (1) . Different algorithms for solving (1) over stronglyconnected networks have been proposed [3] - [9] . By picking any N × N doubly-stochastic matrix A = [a k ] satisfying:
the diffusion strategy for instance takes the form [3] - [5] :
Observe that this strategy can be written in the form of (9) with A k = a k I L and A = A ⊗ I L . It can be verified that, when A satisfies (15) over a strongly connected network, the matrix A will satisfy (8), (13) , (14) , and (12) . Remark 2. (Distributed coupled optimization): Similarly, with a proper selection of U , multitask inference problems with overlapping parameter vectors [22] - [24] can also be recast in the form (2) . This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1 (right). In this example, agent k is influenced by only a subset of the entries of a global w = [w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ] and seeks to estimate
For a given variable w and any two arbitrary agents containing w in their costs, it is assumed that the network topology is such that there exists at least one path linking one agent to the other [23] . By properly selecting the matrix U , the network vector W = col{w 1 , . . . , w N } can be written as W = U w and, therefore, distributed coupled optimization can be recast in the form (2) . It can be verified that the coupled diffusion strategy proposed in [23] for solving this problem can be written in the form of (9) and that the (doubly-stochastic) matrix A in [23] satisfies conditions (7) and (8).
Remark 3. (Distributed optimization under affine constraints): Several existing works consider (distributed or offline) variations of the following problem [26] - [28] :
where D is an M × (M − P ) full-column rank matrix and d is an (M − P ) × 1 column vector. It turns out that the online distributed strategy proposed in this work can be used to solve (17) for general constraints that are not necessarily local. To see this, we first note that the gradient projection method can be applied to solve (17) [30] :
Since P D is a projection matrix, it can be decomposed as P D = P p=1 u p u * p with {u p } the orthonormal eigenvectors of P D associated with the P eigenvalues at one, and thus P d can be replaced by P U = UU * with U = [u 1 , . . . , u P ]. Therefore, solution (18) has a form similar to the earlier solution (3) with the rightmost term d D in (18) absent from (3). Following the same line of reasoning that led to (9), we can similarly obtain the following distributed adaptive solution for solving (17) :
where d D,k is the k-th sub-vector of (I M − A)d D corresponding to node k (see Appendix B), and A = [A k ] is a properly selected matrix satisfying conditions (7) and (8) . Although algorithm (19) is different than (9) due to the presence of the constant term d D,k , the mean-square-error analyzes of both algorithms are the same, as we shall see in Section III. In Section IV, we shall apply (19) to solve linearly constrained beamforming [33] , [34] .
Remark 4. (Distributed bandlimited graph signal estimation):
Let M k = L for all agents. In such problems, each agent k in the network has an individual cost J k (w k ) to minimize subject to a graph bandlimited constraint, where the graph signal W = col{w k } N k=1 is constrained to lie in a subspace composed, e.g., by a limited number of eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian.
is the matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors. Note that, when the graph is connected, there is only one zero eigenvalue with corresponding [36] . If {λ 1 , . . . , λ p } are the eigenvalues of L c that are less than or equal to β with {v 1 , . . . , v p } the corresponding eigenvectors, then any β-bandlimited signal satisfies
Therefore, distributed inference under bandlimited constraints can be recast in the form (2) . It can be verified that, for small β, bandlimited graph signals are smooth on the graph defined by the adjacency matrix C. To see this, note that the smoothness of a graph signal can be measured in terms of a quadratic form of the graph Laplacian [16] :
A small value S(W) implies that the deviations { w k − w 2 | ∈ N k } are small, and consequently, that the signal W is smooth over the graph. Now, using the Laplacian eigenvalue decomposition L = (V ΛV ) ⊗ I L , S(W) can be rewritten as:
in terms of W and w m . Since the signal is assumed to be bandlimited, we obtain:
A sufficiently small β ensures a small S(W) for two reasons: i) it leads to the exclusion of terms w m 2 corresponding to λ m > β, and ii) it ensures that all the remaining terms are scaled by at most λ m ≤ β. This results in a smooth graph signal W according to the S(W) metric.
It should be noted that problem (2) (though not problem (17)) can be solved using a single-task based approach as the one presented in [37] . In this case, the network vector W ∈ R(U ), which can be written as W = U s where s is a P × 1 vector, can be recovered by: i) estimating the vector s using the single-task diffusion strategy (16) , and ii) multiplying the estimate of s by the k-th block row of U to recover w k at agent k. This approach requires exchanging P × 1 vectors at each instant i between neighboring agents. In scenarios where P ≤ M k for all k, the single-task approach can be advantageous since P is less than M k for all k. However, in scenarios where M k < P M (as in Remarks 2 and 4), the projection based algorithm (9) allows for improving the communication-efficiency since, at each instant i where new data x k,i become available, it requires exchanging M × 1 vectors by neighboring agents instead of P × 1 vectors for estimating the single-task s. In other words, the singletask based strategy requires exchanging more components than necessary.
Before proceeding, note that, in some cases, one may find a family of matrices A satisfying conditions (12), (13) , and (14) under the sparsity constraints (8) . For example, in consensus
by ensuring that the underlying graph is strongly connected and by choosing any doubly-stochastic A satisfying the sparsity constraints, the resulting matrix A = A ⊗ I L will satisfy the required conditions. The same observation holds for coupled optimization problems described in Remark 2. Several policies for designing locally doubly-stochastic matrices have been proposed in the literature [3] - [5] . For more general U , designing an A satisfying conditions (7) and (8) can be written as the following feasibility problem:
which is challenging in general. Not all network topologies satisfying (8) guarantee the existence of an A satisfying condition (7) . The higher the dimension of the signal subspace is, the greater the graph connectivity has to be. In the works [1] , [29] , it is assumed that the sparsity constraints (8) and the signal subspace lead to a feasible problem. That is, it is assumed that problem (23) admits at least one solution. As a remedy for the violation of such assumption, one may increase the network connectivity by increasing the transmit power of each node, i.e., adding more links [29] . In the accompanying Part II [2] , we shall relax the feasibility assumption by considering the problem of finding an A that minimizes the number of edges to be added to the original topology while satisfying the constraints (12), (13) , and (14) . In this case, if the original topology leads to a feasible solution, then no links will be added. Otherwise, we assume that the designer is able to add some links to make the problem feasible. It should be noted that, unlike the feasibility problem (23) which is not closed due to the constraint ρ(A − P U ) < 1, the formulation in Part II is convex. In fact, by limiting the search to the family of Hermitian matrices A = A * and by replacing the constraint
with ζ 1 a small positive parameter, one may arrive to a convex relaxation of the feasibility problem.
In the following section, we consider that a feasible A (topology) is computed by the designer and that its blocks {A k } ∈N k are provided to agent k in order to run algorithm (9) . We shall study the performance of (9) in the mean-square-error sense. We shall consider the general complex case, in addition to the real case, since complex-valued combination matrix A and data x k,i are important in several applications, as will be the case in the distributed beamforming application considered later in Section IV.
III. STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this Part I, we shall establish mean-square-error stability by showing that, for each agent k, the error variance relative to w o k enters a bounded region whose size is in the order of μ, namely,
Then, building on this result, we will assess in the accompanying Part II [2] the size of this mean-square error by deriving closed-form expression for the network mean-square-deviation (MSD) defined by [4] :
where W i col{w k,i } N k=1 . In this way, we will be able to conclude that distributed strategies of the form (9) with small step-size are able to lead to reliable performance even in the presence of gradient noise. We will be able also to conclude that the iterates generated by the distributed implementation achieve the centralized steady-state performance.
As explained in [4, Chap. 8] , in the general case where J k (w k ) are not necessarily quadratic in the (complex) variable w k , we need to track the evolution of both quantities w k,i and (w * k,i ) in order to examine how the network is performing. Since J k (w k ) is real valued, the evolution of the complex conjugate iterates (w * k,i ) is given by:
Representations (9) and (25) can be grouped together into a single set of equations by introducing extended vectors of dimensions 2M k × 1 as follows:
Therefore, when the data is complex, extended vectors and matrices need to be introduced in order to analyze the network evolution. The arguments and results presented in the analysis are applicable to both cases of real and complex data through the use of data-type variable h ∈ {1, 2} defined in Table I . When the data is real-valued, the complex conjugate transposition should (32) be replaced by the real transposition. Table I lists a couple of variables and symbols that will be used in the sequel for both real and complex data cases. The superscript "e" is used to refer to extended quantities. Although in the real data case no extended quantities should be introduced, we use the superscript "e" for both data cases for compactness of notation.
A. Modeling Conditions
We analyze (9) under conditions (8), (12) , (13) , and (14) on A, and the following assumptions on the risks {J k (·)} and on the gradient noise processes {s k,i (·)} defined as:
Before proceeding, we introduce the Hermitian Hessian matrix functions [4, Appendix B]:
Note that, when J glob (W) = N k=1 J k (w k ), we have:
when the data is real IH(W)I , when the data is complex (30) where I is a permutation matrix given by:
This matrix consists of 2N × 2 N blocks with (m, n)-th block given by:
for m, n = 1, . . . , 2 N and k = 1, . . . , N.
Assumption 1. (Conditions on aggregate and individual costs):
The individual costs J k (w k ) ∈ R are assumed to be twice differentiable and convex such that:
where ν k ≥ 0 and δ k > 0 for k = 1, . . . , N. It is further assumed that, for any W, H(W) satisfies:
for some positive parameters ν ≤ δ. The data-type variable h and the matrix U e are defined in Table I . For a real-valued and twice-differentiable convex function J k (w k ) ∈ R, the condition H k (w k ) ≤ δ k h I hM k (for some δ k > 0) is equivalent to requiring the gradient vector to be Lipschitz continuous [4, Appendix E]. Condition (34) ensures that problem (2), which can be rewritten as:
has a unique minimizer W o . This is due to the fact that the Hessian of f (s), which is given by:
is positive definite under condition (34) .
Assumption 2. (Conditions on gradient noise):
The gradient noise process defined in (27) satisfies for any w ∈ F i−1 and for all k, = 1, . . . , N:
for some β 2 k ≥ 0, σ 2 s,k ≥ 0, and where F i−1 denotes the filtration generated by the random processes {w ,j } for all = 1, . . . , N and j ≤ i − 1.
As explained in [3] - [5] , these conditions are satisfied by many objective functions of interest in learning and adaptation such as quadratic and logistic risks. Condition (37) essentially states that the gradient vector approximation should be unbiased conditioned on the past data, which is a reasonable condition to require. Condition (40) states that the second-order moment of the gradient noise process should get smaller for better estimates, since it is bounded by the squared-norm of the iterate. Conditions (38) and (39) state that the gradient noises across the agents are uncorrelated and second-order circular.
Without loss of generality, we shall introduce the following assumption on the matrix U , 1 .
Assumption 3. (Condition on U ):
The full-column rank matrix U is assumed to be semi-unitary, i.e., its column vectors are orthonormal and U * U = I P .
Before proceeding, we introduce an N × N block matrix A e whose (k, )-th block is defined in Table I . This matrix will appear in our subsequent study. Observe that in the real data case, A e = A, and that in the complex data case, A e can be seen as an extended version of the combination matrix A. The next statement exploits the eigen-structure of A e that will be useful for establishing the mean-square stability.
Lemma 2. (Jordan canonical decomposition):
Under Assumption 3, the M × M combination matrix A satisfying conditions (13) , (14) , and (12) admits a Jordan canonical decomposition of the form:
with:
where J is a Jordan matrix with the eigenvalues (which may be complex but have magnitude less than one) on the diagonal and > 0 on the super-diagonal. It follows that the hM × hM matrix A e defined in Table I admits a Jordan decomposition of the form:
with
R, , and (V e L, ) * are defined in Table I . Since (V e ) −1 V e = I hM , the following relations hold:
Proof: See Appendix C. 1 This assumption is not restrictive since for any full-column rank matrix U = [u 1 , . . . , u P ] with P ≤ M , we can generate by using, for example, the Gram-Schmidt process [38, pp. 15] a semi-unitary matrix U = [u 1 , . . . , u P ] that spans the same P -dimensional subspace of C M as U , i.e., R(U) = R(U ).
B. Network Error Vector Recursion
Let w k,i denote the error vector at node k:
Consider first the complex data case. Using (27) and the meanvalue theorem [39, pp. 24] , [4, Appendix D], we can express the stochastic gradient vectors appearing in (26) as follows:
and w e k,i , s e k,i (w k,i−1 ), and b e k are defined in Table I 
Subtracting (w o k ) e = col{w o k , ((w o k ) * ) } from both sides of (26) and by introducing the following extended vectors and matrices, which collect quantities from across the network:
we can show that the network weight error vector W e i in (50) evolves according to the following dynamics:
where A e is defined in Table I and where we used (47) and the fact that
since W o is the solution of problem (2), and thus:
For real data, the model can be simplified since we do not need to track the evolution of the complex conjugate (w * k,i ) . Although we use the notation "e" for the quantities in the above recursion, it is to be understood that the extended quantities { w e k,i , b e k , s e k,i , A e } should be replaced by the quantities { w k,i , b k , s k,i , A} as in Table I .
The stability analysis of recursion (55) is facilitated by transforming it to a convenient basis using the Jordan decomposition of A e in Lemma 2. Multiplying both sides of (55) from the left by (V e ) −1 and introducing the transformed iterates and variables: 
we obtain from Lemma 2:
Recursions (61) and (62) can be written more compactly as:
The zero entry in (60) is due to the fact that (U e ) * A e b e (43), (45) 
since the constrained optimization problem (2) can be written alternatively as:
The Lagrangian associated with problem (69) is given by:
where γ is the M × 1 vector of Lagrange multipliers. From the optimality conditions, we obtain the following condition on W o :
(when the data is real)
(when the data is complex)
where we used the fact that N k=1 J k (w k ) is real valued and where b e and I are given by (54) and (32) , respectively. In the real data case, by multiplying both sides of the previous relation by (U e ) * = U , we obtain (U e ) * b e = 0. For complex data, by multiplying both sides of the previous equation by (U e ) * I with U e defined in Table I , we obtain (U e ) * b e = 0. Now, considering both real and complex data cases, we arrive at (68).
Remark 5: Regarding algorithm (19) , it can be verified that the weight error vector W e i will end up evolving according to recursion (55). The constant driving terms {d D,k } will disappear when subtracting w o k from both sides of (19) since w o k satisfies the following relation:
where we used the fact that the optimal solution W o in (17) verifies:
By rewriting the constraint in (17) as (I M − P U )W = d D and repeating similar arguments as (69)-(71), we can show that (U e ) * b e = 0. Therefore, the transformed iterates W e i and q W e i in (58) will continue to evolve according to recursions (61) and (62). In the following, we shall establish the mean-square-error stability of algorithm (9) . In the accompanying Part II, we will derive a closed-form expression for the network MSD defined by (24) . The derivation is demanding. However, the arguments are along the lines developed in [4, for standard diffusion (16) with proper adjustments to handle possibly complex valued block matrices {A k } satisfying conditions (7) and (8) and the subspace constraints.
C. Mean-Square-Error Stability
Theorem 1. (Network mean-square-error stability): Consider a network of N agents running the distributed strategy (9) with a matrix A satisfying conditions (13) , (14) , and (12) and U satisfying Assumption 3. Assume the individual costs, J k (w k ), satisfy the conditions in Assumption 1. Assume further that the first and second-order moments of the gradient noise process satisfy the conditions in Assumption 2. Then, the network is mean-square-error stable for sufficiently small step-sizes, namely, it holds that:
for small enough μ. Proof: See Appendix D.
IV. DISTRIBUTED LINEARLY CONSTRAINED MINIMUM VARIANCE (LCMV) BEAMFORMER
Consider a uniform linear array (ULA) of N = 14 antennas, as shown in Fig. 2 . A desired narrow-band signal s 0 (i) ∈ C from far field impinges on the array from known direction of arrival (DOA) θ 0 = 30 • along with two uncorrelated interfering signals {s 1 (i), s 2 (i)} ∈ C from DOAs {θ 1 = −60 • , θ 2 = 60 • }, respectively. We assume that the DOA of s 3 (i) is roughly known. The received signal at the array is therefore modeled as:
where x i = col{x 1 (i), . . . , x N (i)} is an N × 1 vector that collects the received signals at the antenna elements, {a(θ n )} 2 n=0 are N × 1 array manifold vectors (steering vectors) for the desired and interference signals, and v i = col{v 1 (i), . . . , v N (i)} is the additive noise vector at time i. With the first element as the reference point, the N × 1 array manifold vector a(θ n ) is given by a(θ n ) = col{1, e −jτ n , e −j2τ n , . . . , e −j(N −1)τ n } [33] , with τ n = 2πd λ sin(θ n ) where d denotes the spacing between two adjacent antenna elements, and λ denotes the wavelength of the carrier signal. The antennas are assumed spaced half a wavelength apart, i.e., d = λ/2.
Beamforming problems generally deal with the design of a weight vector h = col{h 1 , . . . , h N } ∈ C N ×1 in order to recover the desired signal s 0 (i) from the received data x i [33] , [34] . The narrowband beamformer output can be expressed as y(i) = h * x i . Let R x denote the covariance matrix of the signal
. Among many possible criteria, we use the linearly-constrained-minimum-variance (LCMV) design, namely,
where D is an N × P matrix and b is a P × 1 vector, in order to suppress the influence of the perturbation z i on the output y(i) while preserving the signal component. Since the DOAs of s 0 (i) is known and the DOA of s 2 (i) is roughly known, matrix D can be chosen as D = [a(30 • ) a(58.5 • ) a(61.5 • )], and the vector b as b = col{1, 0.01, 0.01}. In this way, we set unit response to the direction of the desired signal so that s 0 (i) passes through the array without distortion. In a distributed setting, the objective of agent (antenna element) k is to estimate h o k , the k-th component of h o in (76). Neighboring agents are allowed to exchange their observations x (i). To each agent k, we associate a neighborhood set N k , an M k × 1 parameter vector w k , and an M k × 1 regression vector u k,i , defined in Table II depending on the node location on the array. Observe that the parameter ν controls the network topology. For example, ν = N − 1 corresponds to a fully connected network setting. We associate with each agent k
Instead of solving (76), we propose to solve:
where the equality constraint D * W = d merges the equality constraint in (76) and the equality constraints that need to be imposed on the parameter vectors at neighboring nodes in order to achieve equality between common entries (see Table II ). Let E denote the binary connection matrix with [E k ] = 1 if ∈ N k , and 0 otherwise. Under the consensus constraints, it can be shown that:
is the element-wise product. Therefore, collecting observations from neighboring nodes allows partial covariance matrix computation, which will be used in optimization. For the partial covariance F • R x to converge to the true covariance R x in (76), we need to set ν = N − 1 in order to have F = 1 N 1 N . Note that, two main classes of distributed beamforming appear in the literature [40] . In the first class, which is considered here, the covariance matrix is approximated to form distributed implementations [40] - [43] leading to sub-optimal beamformers. In the second class, the proposed beamformers obtain statistical optimality but do so at the expense of restricting the topology of the underlying network [44] . Different from [41] , the current distributed solution preserves convexity and is scalable since nodes exchange and compute M × 1 sub-vectors {w } with M = |N | < N instead of N × 1 vectors.
Algorithm (9) can be applied to solve (77). The signals {s n (i)} 2 n=0 are i.i.d. zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance σ 2 s,n = 1, ∀n. The additive noise v i is zero-mean complex Gaussian with covariance Ev i v * i = σ 2 v I N (σ v = 0.7). We set ν = 4. The complex combination matrix A is set as the solution of the feasibility problem (23) with the constraint ρ(A − P U ) < 1 replaced by ρ(A − P U ) ≤ 1 − ζ (ζ = 0.01) and the constraint A = A * added. 2 The resulting problem is solved via CVX package [45] . Note that the distributed implementation is feasible in this example. We set μ = 0.005. The output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) given by E[ Fig. 2 (right) . The dashed black curve is the beampattern obtained by the centralized, also known as the constrained LMS [34] , algorithm (μ = 0.001). The results are averaged over 1000 Monte-Carlo runs. We observe that the distributed solution performs well compared to the centralized implementation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we considered inference problems over networks where agents have individual parameter vectors to estimate subject to subspace constraints that require the parameters across the network to lie in low-dimensional subspaces. Based on the gradient projection algorithm, we proposed an iterative and distributed implementation of the projection step, which runs in parallel with the stochastic gradient descent update. We showed that, for small step-size parameter, the network is able to approach the minimizer of the constrained problem to arbitrarily good accuracy levels.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
First we prove sufficiency by proving that if P U is a projection matrix and A satisfies conditions (10), (11) , and (12), then the matrix equation (7) holds. If A satisfies (10) and (11) , then:
10), (11) = (A(I − P U )) i where we used the fact that (I − P U ) = (I − P U ) i since (I − P U ) is a projector. Applying condition (12) and using the fact that for any matrix B, lim i→∞ B i = 0 if and only if ρ(B) < 1, we obtain the desired convergence (7) .
To prove necessity, we shall prove that every time we have (7), we will have P U a projection matrix and conditions (10), (11) , and (12) on A satisfied. We use the fact that lim i→∞ A i exists if, and only if, there is a non singular matrix V such that [46] :
where the spectral radius of J is less than one. Let v 1 , . . . , v M be the columns of V and y * 1 , . . . , y * M be the rows of V −1 . Then, we have:
From the left hand-side of (7) and (81), we obtain:
Observe from (80) that one is an eigenvalue of A with multiplicity K and {v m , y m } K m=1 are the associated right and left eigenvectors. Thus, from (82), we obtain:
and equations (10) and (11) hold. Moreover, from (80) and (82), we obtain:
which is condition (12) . Finally, from (82), we have:
Thus, P U is a projector, which completes the necessity proof.
Since each v m y * m is a rank-one matrix and their sum M m=1 v m y * m = VV −1 = I has rank M , the matrix K m=1 v m y * m must have rank K. Since the rank of P U is equal to P , we obtain from (82) K = P . Thus, the matrix A has P = K eigenvalues at one and all other eigenvalues are strictly less than one.
APPENDIX B DRIVING TERM IN ALGORITHM (19)
Let W 0 denote an M × 1 vector distributed across the network. In order to justify the choice of (I − A)d D in (19) , we consider the problem of finding the projection W o = P U W 0 + d D in a distributed and iterative manner through a linear iteration of the form:
where A satisfies (7), (8) and B is a properly chosen matrix ensuring convergence toward W o . Starting from W 0 and iterating the above recursion, we obtain:
If we let i → ∞ on both sides of (88), we find:
For W ∞ to be equal to W o , B in (87) must be chosen such that ∞ j=0 A j B = I. In the following, we show that B = I − A + P U ensures convergence. From the Jordan canonical form of A introduced in (42), we have:
If we multiply both terms and compute the infinite sum in (89), we obtain:
where we used the fact that ∞ j=0 J i = I − J since ρ(J ) < 1. Now, since P U = P D and P D d D = 0, we obtain Bd D = (I − A)d D , which justifies the choice in (19) .
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 2
We start by noting that the M × M matrix A satisfying conditions (13) , (14) , and (12) admits a Jordan canonical decomposition of the form:
where the matrix J consists of Jordan blocks, with each one of them having the form (say for a Jordan block of size 3 × 3):
where the eigenvalue λ may be complex but has magnitude less than one. Let E = diag{I P , , 2 , . . . , M −P } with > 0 any small positive number independent of μ. The matrix A in (93) can be written alternatively as:
and where the matrix J consists of Jordan blocks, with each one of them having a form similar as (94) with > 0 appearing on the upper diagonal instead of 1, and where the eigenvalue λ may be complex but has magnitude less than one. Obviously, since V −1 V = I M , it holds that:
and where U * U = I P from Assumption 3. Now, let us consider the extended version of the matrix A, namely, A e , which is an N × N block matrix whose (k, )-th block is defined in Table I. In the real data case, we have A e = A. In the complex data case, it can be verified that A e is similar to the 2 × 2 block diagonal matrix:
according to:
where I is the permutation matrix defined by (32) . Using (95), we can rewrite the second block in (98) as:
Now, by replacing (95) and (100) into (98), and by introducing the extended 2 × 2 block diagonal matrices:
we find that the 2M × 2 M matrix A d has a Jordan decomposition of the form:
Let us again introduce a permutation matrix I given by:
The matrix A d in (104) can be written alternatively as:
where the matrix Λ e is block diagonal defined in (44) . Returning now to A e , and using (99) and (106), we find that the matrix A e has a Jordan decomposition of the form:
where V e and (V e ) −1 are defined by:
in terms of the permutation matrices I and I in (31), (105) and the block diagonal matrix V d in (102). By properly evaluating these matrices, we arrive at (44) .
Using the fact that the integral of a matrix is the matrix of the integrals, and the linear property of integration, the Hermitian block D 11,i−1 in (63) can be rewritten as:
113) and, therefore, from Assumption 1, D 11,i−1 can be bounded as follows:
for some positive constants ν and δ that are independent of μ and i. In terms of the 2−induced matrix norm (i.e., maximum singular value), we obtain:
and, therefore,
for some positive constant σ 11 that is independent of μ and i. Similarly, using the 2−induced matrix norm (i.e., maximum singular value), we can bound D 12,i−1 2 as follows:
for some positive constant σ 12 and where we used the fact that (U e ) * = σ max ((U e ) * ) = λ max (U e (U e ) * ) = 1. Substituting (111) into (109), and using (116), (117), we get:
We select t = σ 11 μ (for sufficiently small μ). Then, the previous inequality can be written as:
We repeat similar arguments for the second variance relation (110). Using Jensen's inequality again, we obtain: 22 
for any arbitrary positive number t ∈ (0, 1). In (a) we used the fact that the block diagonal matrix J e defined in Table I satisfies:
Expression (121) can be established by using similar arguments as in [4, pp. 516 ] and the fact that λ max (J (J * ) ) = λ max ((J * J ) ) = λ max (J * J ). In (b), we used the fact that ρ(J ) ∈ (0, 1), and thus, can be selected small enough to ensure ρ(J ) + ∈ (0, 1). We then selected t = ρ(J ) + . Using Jensen's inequality, the second term on the RHS of (120) can be bounded as follows:
E D 22 
Following similar arguments as in (117), we can show that:
for some positive constants σ 21 and σ 22 . Substituting (122) into (120) and (120) into (110), and using (123), we obtain: 
where v 1 is a positive constant independent of μ and given by v 1 (V e ) −1 A e = Λ e (V e ) −1 . In terms of the variances of the individual noise processes, E s k, 
We can combine (130) and (131) into a single inequality recursion:
where Γ is given by: 
Since ρ(J ) < 1 is independent of μ, and since and μ are small positive numbers that can be chosen arbitrarily small and independently of each other, it is clear that the RHS of the above expression can be made strictly smaller than one for sufficiently small and μ. In that case ρ(Γ) < 1 so that Γ is stable. Moreover, it holds that:
